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This resolves petitioner Republic's Motion for Leave of Court to
Amend Supplemental Petition. 1

Petitioner Republic, in its Motion, prays that the Court (1) admit
the attached Amended Supplemental Petition, and the same be made
part of the records of the present case; (2) serve anew upon all
respondents summons with a copy of its Amended Supplemental
Petition; and (3) order all respondents to file their answer to the
Amended Supplemental Petition. It avers:

a. The Presidential Commission on Good Government (PCGG) issued
a sequestration order on April 14, 1986, ordering the sequestration
of respondent Rom~on R Ity, Inc. (Romson), among other
companies sequestered.

~
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b. On March 6, 1996, petitioner Republic filed the original petition,
Annex C of which, contained a list of properties of respondent
Romson.

c. Respondent Romson, without approval of petitioner Republic, or of
this Court, consolidated forty-two (42) of the properties listed in
Annex C of the original petition. TCT No. 66004 under respondent
Romson's name was issued therefor. The annotation pertaining to
the notice of lis pendens was not carried over to the new
consolidated title.

d. Respondent Romson thereafter transferred the said properties to
Robinsons Land Corporation (Robinsons). TCT No. 66148 under the
name of Robinsons was issued therefor.

e. Robinsons should be impleaded in the Amended Supplemental
Petition to attain a complete and final determination of the nullity of
the transfer of the 42 properties from Romson Realty, Inc.

In his Comment/Opposition (to the Petitioner's Motion for Leave
of Court to Amend Supplemental Petition),2 respondent Alfredo T.
Romualdez counters:

In Superclean Services Corporation v. Court of Appeals,4 it was
held that the transaction, occurrence or event happening since
the filing of the pleading sought to be supplemented, must be
pleaded in aid of a party's right or defense as the case may be.
Here, the supervening event is not invoked for that purpose, but
to justify the new relief sought - the nullification of a deed of sale.

b. It is unnecessary to implead Robinsons, the transferee pendent4(l

hi)

a. The inclusion of Robinsons as a party respondent is not a proper
subject of an amendment of a pleading.

i. Under Sec. 6, Rule 10 of the Rules of Court, a supplemental
pleading sets forth "transactions, occurrences or events which
have happened since the date of the pleading sought to be
supplemented." The amendment to the Supplemental Petition,3
on the other hand, covers a transaction that happened in 2006,
well before the date of the Supplemental Petition.

2 Dated November 25, 2016; pp. 553-561, Record, Vol. 3
3 Dated April 30, 2012; Admitted in the Court's Resolution dated August 14, 2013 (pp. 644-646, Record,
Vol. 2)
4 G.R. No. 107824, July 5, 1996
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I. The transferee pendente lite is considered joined or substituted
in the pending action. Hence, it does not have to be impleaded
in order to be bound by the judgment.

ii. Although Robinsons, being the transferee pendente lite, is a
proper party in the case, it is not an indispensable party. The
issues of whether or not the subject properties are ill-gotten, and
whether or not they should be forfeited in favor of the state are
matters that can be determined in the absence of Robinsons in
the case.

c. Respondent Romson, the transferor of the properties, has not been
served with summons.

d. The introduction of a different cause of action will result in multiple
litigation. The issue of the nullification of the titles transferred to
Robinsons is a direct attack on the title of Robinsons. Such matter
is cognizable by the Regional Trial Court.

e. It is improper to implead Robinsons without conducting an inquiry
similar to a preliminary investigation in a criminal case, as required
by Sec. 2 of Republic Act No. 1379.5 Failure to conduct such inquiry
may cause the dismissal of the petition on the ground that it is a
condition precedent for filing the claim.

In its Reply (To the Comment/Opposition dated November 25,
2016),6 petitioner Republic argues:

a. The Sandiganbayan has jurisdiction over the cause of action of the
nullification of the title in Robinsons' name. In PCGG v. Dumayas,7
the Supreme Court held that the Sandiganbayan's exclusive original
jurisdiction over suits involving sequestered properties extend not
only to the principal causes of action, but also to all incidents arising
from, incidental to, or related to, such casesrr! (7 .

. ~, Ai
5 Section 2. Filing of petition. - Whenever any public officer or employee has acquired during his
incumbency an amount of property which is manifestly out of proportion to his salary as such public officer
or employee and to his other lawful income and income from legitimately acquired property, said property
shall be presumed prima facie to have been unlawfully acquired. The Solicitor General, upon complaint by
any taxpayer to the city or provincial fiscal who shall conduct a previous inquiry similar to preliminary
investigations in criminal cases and shall certify to the Solicitor General that there is reasonable ground to
believe that there has been committed a violation of this Act and the respondent is probably guilty thereof,
shall file, in the name and on behalf of the Republic of the Philippines, in the Court of First Instance of the
city or province where said public officer or employee resides or holds office, a petition for a writ
commanding said officer or employee to show cause why the property aforesaid, or any part thereof, should
not be declared property of the State: Provided, That no such petition shall be filed within one year before
any general election or within three months before any special eledion. (underscoring supplied)
6 Dated January 23,2017; pp. 616-681, Record, Vol. 3
7 G.R. Nos. 209447 and 210901, August 11, 2015
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b. It is unnecessary to conduct another preliminary investigation with
respect to Robinsons because it is being impleaded as transferee
pendente lite, not as a "public officer or employee (who) has acquired
during his incumbency an amount of property which is manifestly out
of proportion to his salary as such public officer or employee and to
his other lawful income and the income from legitimately acquired
property" under R.A. No. 1379.

c. It seeks the amendment of, not a supplement to, the Supplemental
Petition, for the purpose of impleading as additional respondent the
transferee pendente lite of the alleged unlawfully acquired properties,
in order to afford it due process, without intention to delay the
resolution of the present case. It is respondent Alfredo T. Romualdez
who caused delay by filing several motions before this Court to
prevent the continuation of the proceedings.

In his Rejoinder (to the Petitioners Reply),8 respondent Alfredo
T. Romualdez contends:

a. Respondent Romson is beyond the jurisdiction of the Court because
no summons has been served upon it. Moreover, it was not shown
that a preliminary investigation was conducted with respect to
respondent Romson.

b. Cuenca v. PCGG, upholding the exclusive jurisdiction of the
Sandiganbayan over all incidents affecting the shares of a
sequestered corporation, does not apply because real property, not
shares of stock, is involved in the present case.

c. The amendment to implead Robinsons should have been filed in Civil
Case No. 0010, pursuant to which, lis pendens was annotated on the
TCTs covering the properties bought by Robinsons.

The Court notes that petitioner Republic had previously
amended its original petition as a matter of right. Its Supplemental
Petition was admitted in the Court's Resolution dated August 14,
2013.9

The amendments now sought to be made by petitioner Republ~}yI
to its Supplemental Petition are: (1) the change in the addresses .: ~ /')

8 Dated February 10, 2017; pp. 667-672, Record, Vol. 3
9 pp. 644-646, Record, Vol. 2; Although denominated "Supplemental Petition," it is actually an amended k-4.
petition IV 0
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respondents to reflect their respective current addresses, as well as an
indication of the names and addresses of certain officers of respondent
corporations; and (2) the inclusion of Robinsons Land Corporation as
additional respondent.

First, the change in addresses of respondents. Rule 10, Sec. 4
of the Rules of Court provides:

Sec. 4. Formal amendments. - A defect in the designation of
the parties and other clearly clerical or typographical errors may be
summarily corrected by the court at any stage of action, at its
initiative or on motion, provided no prejudice is caused thereby to the
adverse party.

In Bormaheco, Incorporated v. Malayan Insurance Company,
Incorporated,10 citing earlier cases, it was held that amendments may
be resorted to, provided that the intended amendments do not alter the
cause of action of the original complaint, or are not inconsistent with
the allegations in the initial complaint. Viz.:

At present, Section 4, Rule 10 of the Revised Rules of Court
is quite clear with regard to formal amendments:

Although the Rule prior to its reVISion did not specifically
include the phrase "other clearly clerical or typographical errors," a
similar intention may be gleaned from the judicial pronouncements
then.

In an earlier case, the Court decreed that amendments of
pleadings may be resorted to subject to the condition that "the
amendments sought do not alter the cause of action of the original
complaint." More aptly, in another case, the Court pronounced that
amendment of pleadings may be resorted to, so long as the intended
amendments are not inconsistent with the allegations in the initial
complaint, and are obviously intended to clarify the intrinsic
ambiguity in it with respect to the time of accrual of the cause of
action. In Juasing Hardware v. Mendoza where the old provision
was applied, this cO~2...;:;;erated its previous pronouncement in
Shaffer v. Palma. Th; ~ /'7

n
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The courts should be liberal in allowing amendments to pleadings to
avoid multiplicity of suits and in order that the real controversies between
the parties are presented and the case decided on the merits without
unnecessary delay. This rule applies with more reason and with greater
force when, as in the case at bar, the amendment sought to be made refers
to a mere matter of form and no substantial rights are prejudiced.

Indeed, the rule on amendment of pleadings need not be
applied rigidly, particularly where no surprise or prejudice is caused
the objecting party.

Here, the change in addresses of the respondents to reflect their
current addresses, and the indication of certain officers of respondent
corporations are not, in any way, inconsistent with the allegations in
the Supplemental Petition. Neither will the said intended amendments
cause prejudice to any of the respondents. Hence, the Court will allow
the aforestated amendment.

Second, the inclusion of Robinsons Land Corporation as
additional respondent.

Petitioner Republic seeks to implead Robinsons as an additional
respondent for being the transferee pendente lite of respondent
Romson, ,with respect to certain properties subject of the present case.

In Cameron Granville 3 Asset Management, Inc. v. Chua,11 it was

Indeed, a transferee pendente lite is a proper party that stands
exactly in the shoes of the transferor, the original party. Transferees
are bound by the proceedings and judgment in the case, such that
there is no need for them to be included or impleaded by name. We
have even gone further and said that the transferee is joined or
substituted in the pending action by operation of law from the exact
moment when the transfer of interest is perfected between the
original party and the transferee.

Nevertheless, "[w]hether or not the transferee should be
substituted for, or should be joined with, the original party is largely
a matter of discretion." That discretion is exercised in pursuance of
the paramount consideration that must be affO~dedf r the protection
of the parties' interests and right to due process

/7
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Rule 3, Sec. 19 of the Rules of Court provides for the rule on
substitution or joinder of parties in case of transfer of interest. To wit:

Sec. 19. Transfer of Interest. - In case of any transfer of
interest, the action may be continued by or against the original party,
unless the court upon motion directs the person to whom the interest
is transferred to be substituted in the action or joined with the original
Qill1y.

In Heirs of Francisca Medrano v. De Vera,12the Supreme Court
held that although impleading the transferee pendente lite is not
necessary, the court is given the discretion to allow or disallow the
substitution or joinder by the transferee in order to protect the parties'
interests and right to due process. Viz.:

The above provision gives the trial court discretion to allow or
disallow the substitution or joinder by the transferee. Discretion is
permitted because, in general, the transferee's interests is deemed
by law as adequately represented and protected by the participation
of his transferors in the case. There may be no need for the
transferee pendente lite to be substituted or joined in the case
because, in legal contemplation, he is not really denied protection as
his interest is one and the same as his transferors, who are already
parties to the case.

While the rule allows for discretion, the paramount
consideration for the exercise thereof should be the protection of the
parties' interest and their rights to due process. In the instant case,
the circumstances demanded that the trial court exercise its
discretion in favor of allowing De Vera to join in the action and
participate in the trial. It will be remembered that the trial court had
already admitted De Vera's answer when it declared the original
defendants in default. x x x
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Section 10. Effect of record of title. - The fact that any
property has been recorded in the Registry of Property or office of
the Register of Deeds in the name of the respondent or of any person
mentioned in paragraphs (1) and (2) of subsection (b) of section one
hereof shall not prevent the rendering of the judgment referred to in
section six of this Act.

(b) "Other legitimately acquired property" means any real or
personal property, money or securities which the respondent has at
any time acquired by inheritance and the income thereof, or by gift
inter vivos before his becoming a public officer or employee, or any
property (or income thereof) already pertaining to him when he
qualified for public office or employment, or the fruits and income of
the exclusive property of the respondent's spouse. It shall not
include:

1. Property unlawfully acquired by the respondent, but its
ownership is concealed by its being recorded in the name
of, or held by, the respondent's spouse, ascendants,
descendants, relatives, or any other person.

2. Property unlawfully acquired by the respondent, but
transferred by him to another person or persons on or after
the effectivity of this Act.

Verily, Robinsons, as the transferee of Romson, stands to lose
ownership of the subject properties if the same will be declared
forfeited in favor of the State. Hence, this Court finds that impleading
Robinsons as respondent will protect its right to due process, as well
as avoid multiplicity of suits.

There is no question that the Sandiganbayan has jurisdiction
over the matter before it. In Cuenca v. PCGG,14 the Supreme Court
held that the Sandiganbayan has exclusive jurisdiction over cases
involving the recovery of ill-gotten wealth, inclu:t?inga I incidents arising
from, incidental to, or related to such cases. Viz.: //
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The above proviso has been squarely applied in Pena, where
this Court held that the exclusive jurisdiction conferred on the
Sandiganbayan would evidently extend not only to the principal
causes of action, that is, recovery of alleged ill-gotten wealth, but also
to all incidents arising from, incidental to, or related to such cases,
including a dispute over the sale of the shares, the propriety of the
issuance of ancillary writs of relative provisional remedies, and the
sequestration of the shares, which may not be made the subject of
separate actions or proceedings in another forum. x x x

There, the Supreme Court specifically stated "including a dispute
over the sale of shares" precisely because the properties subject
thereof were shares of stock. The said ruling cannot be interpreted as
applying exclusively to cases involving shares of stock, but should be
interpreted as applying to cases involving the recovery of ill-gotten
wealth, as well as all incidents arising from, incidental to, or related to
such cases.

Here, the properties transferred by Romson to Robinsons are
subject of the Sequestration Order dated April 14, 1986. The said
properties are part of the allegedly ill-gotten wealth acquired by
respondent Alfredo T. Romualdez, which are now sought to be
recovered by petitioner Republic. Thus, impleading Robinsons as
additional respondent is not improper.

WHEREFORE, petitioner Republic's Motion is hereby
GRANTED. Its Amended Supplemental Petition is hereby ADMITTED
and Robinsons Land Corporation is impleaded as respondent.

Let alias summons be issued against respondent Agnes S.
Romualdez, and summonses be issued against respondents Romson
Realty, Inc., R & S Transport, Inc., Fidelity Management, Inc., Dio
Island Resort, Inc. and Robinsons Land Corporation.

The respondents, except for respondent Alfredo T. Romualdez,
who already filed his Answer,15 are hereby directed to file their answer
to the Amended Supplemental Petition within fifteen (15) days from
notice of this Resolution. Petitioner Republic is given ten (10) days
from receipt of the respective answers of the respondents to fi Ie a re~

" Doted J,'y 24, 2015; pp. 17-22, Rew'd, Vol. 3 Jt (/
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thereto. After all the pleadings have been served and filed, the Clerk
of Court is hereby directed to set the case for pre-trial.

T. FER
Associate Justice

irO R. FERNANDEZ
A ociate Justice


